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	How to convert a PDF invoice to a machine readable format with PDFTables.com
Invoices are important documents. They are confirmation that a payment has been made for a product or service. They are also an important document for managing the accounts for a company or an individual.
Invoices have very distinct characteristics which are used and reused frequently by administrators, managers, analysts and auditors. These are: invoice #, amount, vat (tax)numbers, line item descriptions or total values. When aggregated they tell a story about customer and supplier relationships and are pivotal for carrying out analysis.
A common way for invoices to be conveyed from one party to another is as a PDF because they can be accessed on any device and can be locked with a password; making it the perfect format for storing sensitive information. However, Invoices in PDF format are limited in how they can be analysed.
This is where PDFTables.com can help! It converts Invoices in PDFTables to machine readable formats like Excel or CSV.

Advantages of invoices in Excel


If you are also a small business owner you are probably doing all the invoicing yourself. If you work in accounts, browsing PDFs can be time consuming. Converting these PDF invoices into Excel spreadsheets will save you lots of valuable time.
It is easily accessible with most new laptops and computers since Excel is already installed, you don’t need to download it.
You are dealing with numbers! Excel allows you access to so many different customizable calculation formulas. It is much quicker than using your calculator.
Since Excel is already installed in many devices you do not need to pay for any extra software.


PDF invoices to CSV

CSV stands for comma-separated values, and it is a simple and widely used format for storing and exchanging data. The benefit of using CSV for data entry is that it is a straightforward, universal format that many tools and programs can read and write with ease. Additionally, CSV files are smaller and lighter than Excel files, taking up less space on your drive and transferring data more quickly.

Using PDFTables.com to extract your data

Some people are manually extracting data from their PDFs and typing it into an Excel spreadsheet. This can be a tedious task as you must ensure you don’t make a mistake by entering in the wrong figures. However, if you are dealing with a large volume of invoices it will save you time by uploading your PDF into PDFTables.com and converting it into Excel or CSV.

Tutorial

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting to Excel.


Step 2
Find the PDF in your file finder and click Open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, either click the Download as Excel button or click the drop down arrow to see other options.


Step 4
Once the download is complete, move the download to your preferred location and it is ready to use!

Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.
Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How PDFTables.com helps Fox Accountancy automate the conversion of financial statements
Background



Fox Accountancy is an accounting firm based in Essex, United Kingdom. It offers various services such as payroll, management accounts, budget forecasting, bookkeeping and business planning. Recently we spoke to Chris, a chartered accountant and the business owner of Fox Accountancy, to get a better insight into how PDFTables helps him process financial statements.

Fox Accountancy receives financial documents such as income statements, invoices and balance sheets from its clients. The team uploads these PDFs to PDFTables.com for conversion to CSV or Excel and these are transferred into Quickbooks, where further analysis is carried out.

Converting financial documents from PDF to Excel

There are many reasons why accounting companies convert financial statements from PDF to Excel. Mostly it’s for analysis which then leads to advice on how to save money, reduce spending, and detect fraudulent activities.

Clients come to Fox Accountancy for myriad reasons; to help them plan for future business opportunities, to guide them through everyday finances, and to help them understand how they can be more operationally efficient.

I tried many PDF conversion tools and PDFTables.com is the most accurate for converting financial statements- Chris, Fox Accountancy

How automation helps small and midsized businesses (SMBs)

According to a Forbes report, "workflow automation is the key to freeing up small business owners' time and allowing them to focus on their core competencies. With the help of technology, businesses can automate routine tasks, leaving business owners with more time to focus on growing their businesses."

Businesses can save time and money by automating their workflows. Compared to manual operations, automated processes are typically more effective and less prone to errors.

Overall, workflow automation is an effective tool for small enterprises. It can allow more time to concentrate on their core strengths. Workflow automation is a tool that small business owners should think about employing to manage their operations more successfully.

More about Fox Accountancy

Fox Accountancy Limited is a management accountancy practice helping small to medium-sized businesses achieve their goals in the challenging climate of the 21st century enterprise. The company provides an effective and cost-efficient service to its clients. Its versatile approach means that small to medium-sized businesses can enjoy all the benefits of an in-house accounts department at the click of a mouse without the accompanying overheads or bureaucracy.

Fox Accountancy understands that SMEs need to act and react quickly, while keeping costs under careful control. It has designed its customer service to be quick, convenient, accessible and effective, while keeping it simple for the non-accounts specialist.

Converting financial statements from PDF to Excel

Step 1



Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting to Excel.

Step 2



Find the PDF in your file finder and click Open.

Step 3



Once the conversion has completed, either click the Download as Excel button or click the drop down arrow to see other options.

Step 4

Once the download is complete, move the download to your preferred location and it is ready to use!

Do you have more questions?

Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!

Picture from Fox Accountancy.
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	The Carr Group delivers orders efficiently with PDFTables.com
Background

The Carr Group of companies, including B&N Delivery, CDS (Carr's Delivery Service Inc.) and NuVision offer seamless home delivery. With headquarters in London, Ontario, the Carr Group has been using PDFTables since 2019. Carr Group services national department stores by collecting and dispatching orders for customer purchases.

A key objective is processing delivery orders, (order number, customer name and delivery address) as fast and efficiently as possible. This information informs the "stop" which is the sequence for when the goods get delivered on the route schedule. By and large the exchange of this type of information between the store and The Carr Group is achieved using a modern Application Programming Interface (API). However, some stores still provide delivery orders in PDF.

Converting delivery forms from PDF to CSV

When the Carr Group receives delivery orders in PDF, it converts the rich content about the order into CSV then JSON, and ingests the output into its Enterprise Resource Platform (ERP) system. As this is a regular requirement it uses PDFTables.com API to automate an end to end process.

We’ve tried a number of PDF converters and PDFTables.com works best for our needs; it just works easily for delivery forms in the logistics industry- Mike Almadhoun, The Carr Group

A report by PWC tells us "technology is changing every aspect of how logistics companies operate." According to their Industry 4.0 report on the future of logistics and technological breakthroughs, transportation and logistic companies who rate themselves as "advanced" on digitization was just 28%. They say, "the lack of a digital culture and training is thus the biggest challenge for transportation and logistics companies."

More about The Carr Group

William Carr launched the Carr family business "Carr's Delivery Service" by delivering milk door to door. In 1955 the third generation of the Carr family, William C. Carr took the business in a different direction, by starting home delivery of heavy goods items such as home furnishings and appliances.

William J Carr, now the President, launched a sister company to Carr's Delivery Service in 1981, naming it, B&N Delivery Service. A bold and new venture for the Carr family. Bradley W Carr, fifth generation and Director of Operations, knew today's customer is looking for more than just delivery, they want to know where their merchandise is and when it will be delivered. With the help of the IT department they now have a system that allows customers to track their orders from beginning to end.

Tutorial on how to convert PDF order forms

If you're in the same position, with order forms to convert from PDF, here is a quick guide on how to do so with PDFTables.com.

Step 1



Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting to Excel.

Step 2



Find the PDF in your file finder and click Open.

Step 3



The PDF is converted and displayed in HTML. Click the "Download as Excel" button or click the dropdown arrow to see the other options: CSV, HTML, and XML.

Step 4



Once the download is complete, it’s ready for you to use. You have successfully converted your first file from PDF to Excel - congrats!

Do you have more questions?

Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!

Pictures from The Carr Group.
	What earliest return date (ERD) means for transport and logistics
What is the Earliest Return Date and why is it important for logistics companies?


Earliest return date a.k.a. earliest receive date (ERD) is an essential piece of information for the logistics industry which moves containers from A to B. The ERD is the popular acronym for the cut-off date and time for a container to be at a port or train depot, ready for loading. If a container arrives too early, there may no place for it to be stored. If it's too late, it will miss the transport window. A mistake in missing the ERD can be expensive in terms of committed delivery dates, operational efficiency and costs of waiting for the next available slot.





Who publishes the ERD and how are they used?


Earliest receive dates are published by shipping companies and train operators. They are made available as HTML, in Excel spreadsheets or as PDF (this is where PDFTables can help by converting PDF tables to Excel spreadsheets or CSV formats!). Logistics companies collect, consolidate and re-publish ERDs from numerous transport providers to their customers and drivers to help improve operations. They also refresh these data since it's possible for ERDs to change regularly and this has serious knock-on effects. The costs resulting in inaccurate ERDs could be up to $1000 per shipment. More than three-quarters of responding exporters reported that at least 5% of their shipments incurred more costs as a result of ERD changes, according to a survey conducted by the US Agriculture Transport Coalition (AgTC) and tech company TradeLanes.


What kind of costs are incurred for missing the ERD?


Drayage fees are the costs incurred when shipments are moved over a short distance preparing for the next stage of their journey; such as from a warehouse or rail station to a port or vice versa. Pre-pull fees are a good example of a drayage fee. When a container is picked up at a port but is not delivered the same day, pre-pull fees are charged. These costs are significant and measurable. Costs that are harder to measure but significant are those emanating from the inefficiencies introduced for the driver, the transport companies and the end customer.


Automating and consolidating ERDs from multiple transport providers


Many in the logistics industry admit that they're behind when it comes to digitisation and they're working at playing catch-up. They're using modern tools like PDFTables.com to get ERD data from the transport providers into a format that allow these data to be repurposed, refreshed and made available to customers and drivers. Many of our logistics customers use our API to automate the collection and publication from multiple transport companies into a single consolidated ERD schedule.


Do you have more questions?


Check out our other blog posts here or on our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	Improving the sustainability of PDFTables.com
We know that we can live more sustainably. We can achieve this in myriad ways in our private and professional lives. We make choices in the how we interact with services like internet banking and also in how we shop. For example we've become acutely aware of the damage plastic can do to the environment, so legislation that makes us pay for plastic bags has encouraged many of us to change behaviour.

Maybe it's good to remind ourselves what sustainability actually means? A good definition we have found says 'sustainability is a societal goal that broadly aims for humans to safely co-exist on planet Earth over the longer term'. Therefore we must start making choices in our lives to help the planet live longer.

In our personal lives it might mean recycling our waste and using sustainable packaging. In our professional lives, it might mean deciding on remote working or choosing public transport.

Business sustainability or commonly known as corporate sustainability is the control and coordination of social, economic, and environmental demands and concerns to guarantee continued, morally responsible success.


  
    Social sustainability involves assessing and managing how corporate decisions affect people, both positively and negatively.
  
  
    Economic sustainability refers to the efficient use, recovery, and recycling of resources (both human and material) in order to create long-term sustainable values.
  
  
    Environmental sustainability involves making decisions and taking actions that are in the interests of protecting the natural world.
  


There are many reasons why a business will want to be sustainable and responsible. It has a positive impact on brand image; it helps attract customers and shareholders who place a high value on our planet and the importance of complying with regulations that sustain it.

The Sensible Code Company which makes PDFTables.com is doing its best to be a sustainable business. We moved to a 100% remote working model in 2018. This reduced the amount commuting and also car usage, it means fewer greenhouse gas emissions and decreased consumption of fossil fuels. We meet once a quarter and we try where possible to ensure we keep travel to a minimum and we use 'slow travel'. We have an office in a technology centre called Ormeau Baths in Belfast, Northern Ireland. It is an 1850s retrofitted building repurposed as a low carbon office facility. As the building has no car parking, staff using the office travel there by walking, cycling or using public transport. We have also published our carbon reduction plan.



Digitisation reduces clunky paper processes and is more sustainable in the longer term. Whilst there is a big move towards using APIS to allow the simple exchange of data, many organisations still use PDFs as a common data exchange format; and it's not easy to reuse. We convert PDF into machine readable format; PDF to Microsoft Excel; PDF to CSV; PDF to XML; or PDF to HTML. These data can be extracted and reused to support upstream or downstream processes and robotic process automation (RPA). We offer a free trial so try it out!
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	The importance of PDFs for big data
Big data refers to data collections that are too massive or complex for typical data-processing technologies to handle.

Financial services, healthcare providers, governments, and insurance companies are all industries that use big data. Self-service solutions, predictive maintenance optimization, and production management automation help manufacturers increase production efficiency and understand their real-time data. Businesses utilise big data analytics to improve business choices by identifying patterns and trends in massive amounts of customer data.

Big data provides firms with important customer insights that they can utilize to improve their marketing, advertising, and promotions in order to boost customer engagement and conversion rates. Consumer and corporate customers' developing preferences can be assessed using both historical and real-time data, allowing organizations to become more responsive to their wants and needs.

There are 5 important types of big data analytics that every business should familiarise themselves with.


  
    Prescriptive Analytics — or also described as being a form of predictive analytics. Prescriptive analytics’ purpose is to come up with the best potential recommendations for a situation as it develops.
  
  
    Diagnostic Analytics — diagnostic analytics examines data from a previous event or condition to assist discover why something happened. To assess the event data mining, drilling down, and correlation are commonly used strategies.
  
  
    Descriptive Analytics — here we are looking at the past for the answers. Summary statistics, clustering, and segmentation are techniques used in descriptive analytics. The idea is to delve into the specifics of what happened, but this can be time consuming because descriptive analysis is easier with more current data.
  
  
    Predictive Analytics — this type of analysis attempts to forecast the future using statistics, modelling, data mining, and machine learning. Companies use different models to indicate how likely an outcome is to occur.
  
  
    Cyber Analytics — within the business and data analytics industry, cyber analytics is a popular and growing skill. The volume and sophistication of cyber-threats has increased. Companies must use pinpoint analytics and tools to close off attacks on vulnerabilities.
  


Many businesses opt to have their data stored by cloud computing or on-premise. Different methods of storing data are unique to the individual business. This will enhance business operations across many fields such as sales, marketing and customer service. Data visualisation also plays an important role as turning data into graphics, charts and sometimes animations can help businesses communicate complex information in an logical way.

Big data is often characterized by the three V's:


  
    the large volume of data in many environments
  
  
    the wide variety of data types frequently stored in big data systems
  
  
    the velocity at which much of the data is generated, collected and processed.
  


Big data analytics are constantly evolving and growing. Data literacy, the power to read and understand complex data is the future. It will be a key principle for all employees to be able to understand complicated data as they will now be most likely making fact-based decisions. Making data available to everyone within the firm can help with data-based collaborations and is crucial to boosting corporate competitiveness.

Companies often have to process large volumes of sensitive data that are in PDF, since they are considered safe, can be password protected, and are trusted. At PDFTables.com we allow you to convert the valuable content of these PDFs into Excel, CSV, XML and HTML format. This means that you can still keep the benefits of using PDF but also have a mechanism whereby the content can be converted into machine readable format.
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	The importance of data in the logistics and transportation industries
The importance of data in the logistics and transportation industries

Whether by plane, truck, ship or train or as they are also known, rail, road, maritime and air shipments, the transportation of goods has become more important to all of us. At PDFTables.com we've been asking ourselves about the role that data play in the transportation and logistics industries. Data are collected on how goods travel to different cities and continents, the routes, the time frames; the methods of transport form part of the process to provide the best possible transportation service and can also help inform potential improvements.

Covid-19 slowed the movement of goods across the globe and helped reduce the overall demand for some products. But what are companies doing now to ramp back up to where they were pre-pandemic and what are they doing to improve?

Transportation companies are constantly trying to improve their overall service. This can range from improving shipment time and cost, increasing their service levels with little disruption or even upgrading their warehouse management systems and warehouse operations.

Data in the transportation industry are important since fleet vehicles have data sensors that provide real-time information regarding their performance. They give precise information on vehicle travel speeds, time spent in transit, and idle time. Sensors also keep track of equipment and engine overall health. This allows for prediction of mistakes and maintenance planning ahead of time.

In the transportation industry supply chain management data analytics can help logistics companies better estimate future demand by studying client data. It assists them in determining which items can be reduced in price when they become less profitable, as well as determining what the client's likely needs will be after placing their first shipping order. Although the main purpose is to help organisations decide on the fastest, most efficient way to get the goods to where they need to be.

Transportation data are often aggregated and communicated in PDF documents for simplicity. Increasingly these data are needed in machine readable format for:


  post processing
  to conduct analysis
  for modelling
  as inputs for artificial intelligence algorithms


That is what we do at PDFTables.com — we convert PDFs into formats which are easier to reuse. We offer a free trial of PDFTables.com to allow you to convert your PDFs into Excel, CSV, HTML and XML.
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	What are HIPAA health documents?
What exactly is HIPAA and what does it provide?

HIPAA is short for the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. HIPAA is a U.S federal regulatory standard that protects patients in the U.S healthcare system from disclosing their information without consent or knowledge to the patients.




Key patient information includes:



  the timeline of hospital visits
  the demographic regions of patients
  experienced physical or mental injuries
  treatments required by patients in the past, present &amp; future


It is important that the patient knows their rights when it comes to protecting their healthcare information and it is vital that patients can read and easily understand their documents. Here at PDFTables.com you can convert health documents such as HIPAA 834, 835 and 837.

So let’s define exactly what the terms mean.

The file format of an electronic transaction is referred to as HIPAA 834. Electronic transactions are defined as communications between two parties that are related to the provision of healthcare under HIPAA. 834 is the distinct format which employers must use to when communicating with employee health insurance benefit and employee health plans. HIPAA 845 forms can save you time and money!

HIPPA 835 is the electronic transaction that is used to transfer payments. These files are used by practices, facilities, and billing companies to auto-post claim payments into their systems: for example, health care claims. The 837 file is quite similar to the 835 file! HIPAA 837 contains all patient claim information, it is sent to insurance companies who use 835 to detail the payment.

PDFTables.com makes it easier for patients to upload and convert HIPAA 834, 835 and 837 PDFs into more flexible and helpful formats like Microsoft Excel or CSV.

Email us if you are interested in our encrypted PDF converter. We will sign a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement (BAA), giving you peace of mind that your data is secure on our servers. We can also provide our own model non-disclosure agreement (NDA) if customers prefer.
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	How to convert a bank statement using PDFTables.com
Why do humans still have a burning desire to convert bank statements into Microsoft Excel or other analysis tools?

There are many reasons why we convert PDF bank statements to MS Excel, Google Sheets or other spreadsheet software. A good example is for tracking spending habits. Microsoft Excel makes it easy to delve into spending from previous months or years and to see if it's possible to make savings, decide on what expenditure items to cut back on. People sometimes want to carry out analysis in Microsoft Excel for error checking.

It's becoming more frequent for banks to offer data in machine readable format. But the practice is not pervasive and people still often have a need to convert a PDF to Excel, or to convert a PDF to CSV. For customers with a need to convert large volumes of bank statements we also provide the PDFTables.com API.

At PDFTables.com you can easily convert bank statements by following these steps.

Step 1. Open PDFTables.com and click "Convert a PDF" to begin!


Step 2. Locate your PDF bank statement on your own device and open it.!


Step 3. Choose the format of your choice: how you would like the PDF to appear. For example, you can convert your PDF to Excel, XML, CSV, and HTML.


Step 4. When the download is complete, open the file and save it somewhere on your device.


Step 5. Open your new file and see your newly converted bank statement.


Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our TrustPilot Page!
	Advantages of PDF Documents
PDF documents are an extensively used document type. PDF files are preferred over Word documents and paper files because they are simple to open and easy to manage on any device. Employers and university students are some of the many who prefer to read PDFs on tablets, laptops or phones.

Why are PDF documents so widely used? Here are the key features of PDFs that make them convenient for publishers and readers alike:


Security Many businesses and individuals are using PDF documents as they can be encrypted with password protection. PDF documents can contain sensitive, private information that must be secured from outside sources viewing them, so adding a password is a must. Check out our exaplanation of converting a password protected PDF to Excel. On the other hand, institutions like universities use PDFs to send out information for many students to view, as they are easily accessible!
Convenience PDF documents work on almost all systems. They can also be read anywhere and on any computing device, whether laptop, desktop, tablet or mobile phone. PDF documents can also be edited if required. There are also tools that can convert PDF documents to different formats, such as HTML, XML, CSV and Excel, which can make the information easier to work with. Here at PDFTables, we can help!
Multi-dimensional Images, videos, graphics, animations, 3D models, and other types of material can all be included in PDF documents without affecting the document's format. Visuals can easily be added to files to make them more aesthetically pleasant too!
Compact The best thing about PDF documents is that they can compress a large amount of data into a small file size that is easy to share or receive. PDFs are simpler to share, manage and view over a collection of files. This is a fantastic feature for businesses who deal with a lot of data on a daily basis.




Test out your own PDF Documents on our converter on PDFTables.com

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our TrustPilot Page!
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	How to save a webpage as a PDF
There are many reasons to save a webpage as a PDF such as to gather and use information from a table of data or to read a page later when you will be offline. PDF is a great format as it can be read on pretty much any device.

It couldn't be easier to save a webpage as a PDF! We'll be showing you how to save a webpage as a PDF in Google Chrome, however you can convert web pages to PDF in most web browsers.

Step 1
Go to the webpage to convert to PDF.

Step 2
Right click anywhere on the page and select 'Print...', or use shortcut Ctrl + P (Windows)/Command + P (Mac).



Step 3
Once the print dialog box shows up, change the 'Destination' to be 'Save as PDF' in order to save your webpage to a PDF. In other browsers the wording may differ slightly, just be sure to choose the option that ends with 'to PDF' or 'as PDF'.

Do not use the 'Microsoft Print to PDF' option as this will save your PDF as an image rather than a searchable PDF.



Step 4
Click 'Save' then a 'Save As' dialog box will appear. Move to the folder you'd like to save it in then click 'Save'. You can rename it here if you'd like to.

You have now saved a webpage to PDF format. If you are looking to extract tabular data from the PDF, try PDFTables for converting PDF to Excel or CSV.

API
It is also possible to convert your PDF to Excel using our API.
See the choosing format section which explains how to specify
different formats.

If you would like to convert multiple PDFs to Excel, see our blog post on converting multiple PDFs with our API.

Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to change the delimiter in a CSV file
In this blog post we will be showing you how to change the delimiter in a CSV file using Python. A CSV (comma-separated values) file is a text file that uses commas to separate 
values and can be opened in Microsoft Excel, Google Sheets, a text editor and more.

There may be a time when you need to change the delimiter in order to, for example, import your file into an application. In 
this example we will be changing the delimiter from a comma to a semicolon.

Before we start
If you don't have Python installed on your computer, follow steps 1 and 2 of blog post Convert PDF to Excel, CSV or XML with 
Python. You will now have Python, Anaconda and the PDFTables 
Python library installed.

I will be changing the delimiter in a sample invoice from a freight company that has been converted from PDF to CSV using 
PDFTables.com.



Step 1
Create a new Python file in the location where your CSV file is saved. Make sure the file is saved as .py format and use a file 
name of your choice. Add the following code to the new file:
import csv

reader = csv.reader(open("freight_invoice.csv", "rU"), delimiter=',')
writer = csv.writer(open("output.txt", 'w'), delimiter=';')
writer.writerows(reader)

print("Delimiter successfully changed")


You will need to make some or all of the following changes to the script:

    Replace freight_invoice.csv with name of your input file
	Replace output.txt with name you'd like to give your output file
    Replace the semicolon in delimiter=';' with a new delimiter of your choice


Step 2
Open up an Anaconda Prompt instance. You can find this by searching in your computers search box. Press Enter to open an instance.
Locate the folder in which the Python script is saved using cd .. or cd *folder_name* to move around the directories.


Step 3
Type python change_delimiter.py (replacing change_delimiter.py with the name of your Python file) then press Enter.
The comma-separated file will now be read in then a new file will be output in .txt format with the new delimiter. 
You will see the message Delimiter successfully changed once the script has finished running.

Step 4
You can now open the new file in a text editor or import it into an application.
 


Converting PDF to CSV first
If you need to extract data from a PDF first, you can convert PDF to CSV using PDFTables.com. 
The following code uses the PDFTables API to convert PDF to CSV, then uses the code snippet from above to change the delimiter.

import csv
import pdftables_api

c = pdftables_api.Client('my-api-key')
c.csv('freight_invoice.pdf', 'freight_invoice.csv') 

reader = csv.reader(open("freight_invoice.csv", "rU"), delimiter=',')
writer = csv.writer(open("output.txt", 'w'), delimiter=';')
writer.writerows(reader)

print("Delimiter successfully changed")

You will need to make the following changes to the script:

    Replace my-api-key with your API key which you will find here.



Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	World Health Organization COVID-2019 Situation Reports: CSV & Excel
The World Health Organization is releasing daily Coronavirus disease (COVID-2019) 
situation reports
 in PDF format. Here at PDFTables, we have made each situation report freely available in Excel and CSV formats in a 
 GitHub repository. 
 
To access the converted reports, please click here.
 
This repository page will be updated regularly.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.
	How to convert a PDF to Excel from a website URL
Converting a PDF to Excel from a URL is easy with our PDFTables API. Looking to extract information from a PDF you found online? Using our API and 
the script below, you can convert PDF to Excel, CSV, XML or HTML directly from a URL.



  As an example we’ll be converting the London Stock Exchange’s
  April 2018 Main Market Factsheet. We’ll convert all 15 pages into a multi-sheet Excel workbook - an extract from page 5 is shown below. We'll be calling our API from Python using Windows. 




Before we start
If you don't have Python installed on your computer, follow steps 1 and 2 of blog post Convert PDF to Excel, CSV or XML with 
Python. You will now have Python, Anaconda and the PDFTables 
Python library installed.

Step 1
Create a new file in the location where you'd like your converted PDF to be saved. Make sure the file is saved as .py format - use a file name of your choice. Add the following code to the new file:
#Import necessary Python modules
import requests
import pdftables_api

#Ask user to enter the URL where the PDF is located
url = input("Please enter URL: ")
print("converting...")
#The requests.get() method will retrieve the PDF file content from the URL defined above
mypdf = requests.get(url)

#Extracting the file name from the URL
mypdfname = url.split('/')[url.count("/")].split('.')[0]

#Creating a PDF file with the file name extracted above, then using the write function to enter the content of the PDF into the new file 
with open(mypdfname+'.pdf', 'wb') as f:
    f.write(mypdf.content)

#Define your unique PDFTables API key
c = pdftables_api.Client('my-api-key')

#Send request to PDFTables to convert and download your PDF to .xlsx format
c.xlsx(mypdfname+'.pdf', mypdfname)

print("PDF successfully converted")

You will need to make the following changes to the script:

    Replace my-api-key in line 17 with your API key which you will find here.
    To convert to CSV, XML or HTML simply change c.xlsx to be c.csv, 
c.xml or c.html respectively.


Step 2
Open up an Anaconda Prompt instance. You can find this by searching in your Windows search box. Press Enter to open an instance.

Locate the folder in which the Python script is saved using cd.. or cd *folder_name* to move around the directories.

Step 3
Type python convert_pdf_from_url.py (replacing convert_pdf_from_url.py with the name of your Python file). Press Enter and you will be asked to the enter a URL. Paste the URL into the terminal 
by right-clicking.
 
Press Enter again. Now the PDF will be downloaded and written to a PDF file in your folder. Next, a request will be sent to the PDFTables API to convert the PDF to .xlsx format. Finally, the converted PDF 
will be downloaded into your folder. You will see the message PDF successfully converted once the script has finished running.

Step 4
You will now see an Excel file with the same name as the PDF in your folder. Open this Excel file and there will be a worksheet for each page of the converted PDF.
 


Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to convert a PDF to a Google Doc
In this tutorial I'll be showing you how to convert a PDF to a Google document in Google Drive. There are two methods to convert your PDF to a Google doc or PDF to
Google sheets - the first is a manual process and the second is a fully automated process using the
PDFTables API.

With our automated method, you will be able to batch convert PDFs to Google docs and upload to Google Drive using one simple command once all is setup. 

Click to jump straight to our automated method.

Method 1 - Manual
In this method we will be using PDFTables.com to convert the PDF to a Google doc then uploading it to Google Drive.

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the green 'CONVERT A PDF' button.


Step 2
Find your PDF in the dialog box that appears then click 'Open'.


Step 3
The PDF will now upload then the output presented on a preview page. Click the 'Download as Excel' button or the arrow to choose another format.


Step 4
Go to your Google Drive account and move to the folder you'd like your converted file to be saved in.

Step 5
Click the 'New' button in the top left of your screen then choose 'File Upload'.


Step 6
Find your file in the dialog box that appears then click 'Open'. The upload will start then the file will appear once complete. You have now successfully converted your PDF to a Google doc.

Method 2 - Automatic
In this method we'll be using the PDFTables API as well as the Google Drive API 
with Python to convert a PDF to CSV then upload it to Google Drive. If you don't already have the PDFTables Python library set up and running on your machine, first go to our tutorial 
how to convert a PDF to Excel with Python and follow steps 1 and 2.

Step 1
First of all you need to enable the Google Drive API and generate the credentials. Follow Annis Souames' blog on 
how to upload files automatically to drive with Python 
up to the 'Connecting to Google Drive with PyDrive' section.

Step 2
Update your Python file to match the code below.

from pydrive.auth import GoogleAuth
from pydrive.drive import GoogleDrive
import os
import pdftables_api

g_login = GoogleAuth()
g_login.LocalWebserverAuth()
drive = GoogleDrive(g_login)

c = pdftables_api.Client('insert_API_key')
c.csv('input_file_name.pdf', 'output_file_name')

with open("output_file_name.csv","r") as file:
	file_drive = drive.CreateFile({'title':os.path.basename(file.name) })  
	file_drive.SetContentString(file.read()) 
	file_drive.Upload()



Replace insert_API_key with your unique API key.
Replace csv with the format you'd like to convert the PDF to. The options are xlsx, xlsx_single, csv, xml or html.
Replace input_file_name.pdf with your PDF file name.
Replace output_file_name with what you'd like to call the converted output file.


Step 3
Save your Python script in the same folder your PDF is saved and then run the script. A browser page will appear, you will need to choose an account and allow access.
 

Step 4
Go to your Google Drive account and the most recent file will be the file you've just uploaded via the API.

Converting multiple PDFs
If you would like to convert and upload multiple PDFs within a folder, use the script below.

from pydrive.auth import GoogleAuth
from pydrive.drive import GoogleDrive
import os
import pdftables_api

g_login = GoogleAuth()
g_login.LocalWebserverAuth()
drive = GoogleDrive(g_login)

c = pdftables_api.Client('insert_API_key')

file_path = "C:\\Users\\MyName\\Documents\\PDFs\\"

for file in os.listdir(file_path):
    if file.endswith(".pdf"):
	    c.csv(os.path.join(file_path,file), file+'.csv')

for file in os.listdir(file_path):
    if file.endswith(".csv"):
        file_drive = drive.CreateFile({'title':os.path.basename(file)})  
        file_drive.SetContentString(file)
        file_drive.Upload()


Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	Robotic process automation & lead generation tools
Robotic Process Automation and Lead Generation - the early bird catches the worm!

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is becoming a popular way to streamline operations and reduce cost; it eliminates the need for manual input and frees up valuable work hours. In recent years the technology has become much more versatile and increased the variety of business processes it can be applied to. There are all sorts of ways to do automation.

Heller and Thyen - Attorneys at Law - Minnesota - Lead Generation Application

Seven years ago, we created a tool for Heller & Thyen, a successful law firm based in Minnesota. The tool generates $000s of leads every month by extracting information from PDF reports. The reports are generated by the Minnesota state court system.

The tool extracts information from the PDF (including contact details, dates and amounts) into a structured dataset, outputs as a CSV and subsequently imported into FileMaker Pro to produce weekly mailshots.

The whole process takes under an hour, much less than the days of work it took to do manually. Prospective clients are contacted long before any competitor and Heller & Thyen services are first to appear on the door mat. This earns them 15% more clients every month.

"Using this tool enables us to get letters out to leads days before our competitors. We now generate 10-15% more clients which are worth $000s to us every month!" - Heller & Thyen

  


Use PDFTables.com to automate your workflow

You can integrate PDFTables into your current operations to automate your workflow, or if that's not quite what you're looking for, get in touch to discuss your robotic process automation software requirements.

Icons made by Freepik, 
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	How to convert PDF to Excel
We'll show you how to convert PDF to Excel with PDFTables PDF to Excel converter.

There are a few ways you can convert your PDF - using the button on our website, 
the PDFTables API or one of our 
Enterprise solutions.

I will be converting a sample PDF invoice from a freight company which will convert 
into 1 page and download to Excel format. If you would like to convert only certain pages from a PDF
document, see our tutorial on how to extract pages from a PDF document. Let's get started!

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting to Excel.


Step 2
Find the PDF in your file finder and click Open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, either click the Download as Excel button or click the drop down arrow to see other options. 
Excel (single sheet) will download all pages to one Excel worksheet, whilst Excel (multiple sheets) will output each page to 
an individual worksheet.


Step 4
Once the download is complete, move the download to your preferred location and it is ready to use.

You have now successfully converted your invoice from PDF to Excel!


API
It is also possible to convert your PDF to Excel using our API.
See the choosing format section which explains how to specify 
different formats.
If you would like to convert multiple PDFs to Excel, see our blog post on converting multiple PDFs with our API.

Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to convert PDF to Excel using R
PDFTables has an API (Application Programming Interface) so that programmers can integrate PDF data extraction into your operations. 
It's a simple web based API, so can be called from any 
programming language, including R.

Automation is key to improving processes, saving money and freeing up resource. As businesses begin to 
focus on a digital transformation, finding the right tools for the job is crucial.

I'm going to convert a sample PDF invoice from a freight company which will convert into 1 page and to XLSX format. You can convert your PDFs to 
Excel, CSV, XML or HTML with PDFTables. If you would like to convert only certain pages from a PDF 
document, see our tutorial on how to extract pages from a PDF document. Let's get started!

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and head to the 
API page. 
Here you will find examples of using our API with many languages. Click 'R' from the left menu then follow the 
R package for PDF to Excel conversion link.


Step 2
Now you'll be at a Github repository created by Expersso. 
You can install the PDFTables package from either CRAN (you'll need to install 
CRAN first) or Github. I installed from CRAN:


Step 3
Once all has been installed, you're ready to convert your PDF. If your PDF is not saved in the current working directory, you will need to specify the path in the command. Run the following 
command, ensuring to input the correct filename, format and API key.
convert_pdf('test/index.pdf', output_file = NULL, format = "xlsx-single", message = TRUE, api_key = "insert_API_key")
Note: to convert your PDF to an Excel file, use either xlsx-single or xlsx-multiple as the format.

Step 4
Once the conversion is complete, a message will appear with the path where your converted file is located. To get a count of the number of page credits you have available, simply run 
the following command:
get_remaining("insert_API_key")


You have now successfully converted your PDF using the PDFTables API with R.

Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!

For more useful R tutorials, head over to r-bloggers.com.
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	A few months working in the sun
It's been 1 year since I took the leap and joined the digital nomad world and I can definitely say it's been an adventure!

We stayed in the Alps until mid March then we headed back to the UK for a friends wedding and birthday celebrations. It was nice to head home for a short while to catch 
up with friends and family as well as swap our clothes over ready for the summer! We don't have a house of our own at the moment so when we head back 
we usually stay with family. This time came and went and finally it was time to move to Spain!

After much research, we decided to live in Tarifa. One of the biggest pulls of Tarifa was that there seemed to be a very active digital nomad community. We found a Facebook 
group for digital nomads that had close to 4,000 members. That's pretty impressive for a relatively small town. However, we soon found out why it was so popular - Kite Surfing! 
Tarifa is the wind capital of Europe with people traveling from all over the world to kite surf there. We found the apartment we stayed in through Airbnb. It took alot of research to find an apartment for
short-term rental to suit our needs (good WiFi, separate bedroom to living space) within our budget, but after much deliberation, we got it all sorted.

We arrived in Tarifa on a Sunday at midday with a huge amount of luggage. It was a levante day, which is a powerful wind that comes from the Mediterranean sea. 
Wearing a beach hat wasn't the best decision that day but I made it to the apartment still in possession of the hat! The apartment was on the outskirts of the old town, the 
historical part of the city, enclosed by a 13th century wall. This is also where most bars are so we made a good choice! 

It took about a week to settle into Spanish life, but once we'd met some fellow nomads and got our bearings, we felt very happy in Tarifa. The temperatures were around 28 degrees Celsius most days, 
however the wind made it feel cooler, which was a welcome relief. Our weekdays consisted of working 4 or 5 hours in the morning, then heading to the beach for a few hours for some sun or kite surfing. 
Then we headed back to the apartment to do the rest of our work. This fitted well with going out for dinner too as the Spanish like to eat dinner very late into the evening meaning many restaurants 
were still open when we had finished work. Whilst going out for dinner every night sounds great, we had to tell ourselves that we weren't on holiday so we did cook in the apartment occasionally to 
save some money.



Every Friday night we met with fellow digital nomads in a beach bar called Waikiki. Each Friday bought new people, as well as existing, so the conversations and drinks were always flowing. It was
really interesting to learn about what others do and where they had traveled too whilst working. We also headed to Tomatito surf bar every Thursday evening to meet friends and listen to the live open mic music - I even gave it a go myself one night! It's important to make the effort 
to meet people whilst living the nomadic lifestyle as it gives you things to look forward to and opens you up to parts of an area you may not have found otherwise. We met some 
amazing people in Tarifa and are still in touch with them today.

The end of June soon arrived and it was time to head back home for two months. Whilst we'd love to have stayed in Tarifa during this time, the rental prices rocket up and the beaches become 
extremely busy. We didn't mind though as we'd already booked to return to Tarifa for one more month in September. The final month in Tarifa again was amazing and we caught up 
with old friends as well as made new friends. During September I'd also gone full-time with my job. Although this meant a shorter weekend for me, my employers were happy to be flexible with hours so 
I didn't miss out on too much sun. We spent many days at the beach, ensuring we'd come back to the UK with a tan for Christmas. We have very fond memories of Tarifa and will certainly go back in years to come.

Since arriving back in the UK in October, lots has been going on including my partner and I moving into an apartment in 
Gloucestershire and launching some exciting new features to our products. The Sensible Code Company team have also gone 100% remote, 
but we still have offices in London, north-west England and, more recently, Belfast. Some more exciting news is that we're looking for a software engineer to join our fab team. If you're interested, take a look 
here for more information.

That's all from me for now. Look out for more blog posts from our team around remote working!
	How to convert PDF to HTML
You can now convert PDF to HTML with PDFTables! Use our Convert a PDF button on our website or our 
API to convert PDF to HTML with Python and more.

I will be converting a sample PDF invoice from a freight company which will convert 
into 1 page and download to HTML format. If you would like to convert only certain pages from a PDF 
document, see our tutorial on how to extract pages from a PDF document. Let's get started!

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting to HTML.


Step 2
Find the PDF in your file finder and click Open.


Step 3
Once the conversion is complete, click the arrow next to the Download as Excel button and select HTML.


Step 4
Once the download is complete, click the download to open the HTML file in your browser. You can also open the HTML file 
in a code editor to view the HTML script.

You have now successfully performed a PDF to HTML conversion!


API
It is also possible to use our API as a PDF to HTML converter. 
Why not try converting PDF to HTML with Python? 
See the choosing format section which explains how to specify 
a different format using cURL.
If you would like to convert multiple PDFs to HTML, see our blog post on converting multiple PDFs with our API.
Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	Extract Data from a PDF Form to Excel or HTML
Need to extract data from PDF form fields? Do it with PDFTables! We've recently made some changes which means that now you can export form data from PDF to Excel. 
Any comments added to the PDF in your PDF reader will also be extracted.

I will be converting a sample PDF form to Excel, which has been filled in and commented on using a PDF reader. 
If you would like to convert multiple PDF forms at once, see our tutorial on 
how to convert multiple PDFs to Excel using our API. Let's get started!

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting your PDF form to Excel.


Step 2
Find the PDF in your file finder and click Open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, click the arrow next to the Download as Excel button and select Excel (single sheet) [all pages on one worksheet] or 
Excel (multiple sheets) [one worksheet for each page].


Step 4
Once the download is complete, you've successfully converted your PDF form data to Excel. You can also convert your PDF form to HTML, 
XML and CSV.


API
It is also possible to extract data from PDF form to Excel using our API.


Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	Merge PDF files then convert specific pages to Excel with Python
In this tutorial, I’ll be showing you how to do a PDF merge online using Python and then how to extract specific data from PDF to Excel, CSV or XML in the same script. 
We'll be using the PDF to Excel API.

I’ll be merging 3 PDFs then converting pages 1, 3 and 5 into an Excel workbook. The script I will be using also allows you to convert to CSV and XML.

Before we start

I've used a tool from PDF Labs called PDFtk. You will need to download the PDFtk Server version suitable for the OS you are working on.


  If you don't have the PDFTables Python library set up and running on your machine, first go to our tutorial How to convert a PDF to Excel with Python and follow steps 1 and 2.

  Additionally, you'll need an API key and the PyPDF2 library installed. To install this library, run the following command in your terminal:

pip install pypdf2

Step 1
In the folder where your PDFs are located, create a new Python file (.py) in your code editor, with a name of your choice, then add the following code:

#!/usr/bin/env python3

#import libraries
import os
import sys
import pdftables_api
from PyPDF2 import PdfFileWriter, PdfFileReader
import subprocess

#define arguments
pdf_input_file = sys.argv[1];
chosen_format = sys.argv[2].lower();
api_key = sys.argv[3];
pages_args = ",".join(sys.argv[4:]).replace(" ","")

#subprocess to merge PDFs
subprocess.call("pdftk *.pdf cat output "+ pdf_input_file)

#error if not enough arguments defined
if len(sys.argv) &lt; 3:
    command = os.path.basename(__file__)
    sys.exit('Usage: {} pdf-file page-number, ...'.format(command))

#define file names
output_file_name = pdf_input_file.split(".pdf")
excel_output_file = output_file_name[0]

#if no page numbers are defined
if len(pages_args) == 0:
	print("All PDFs combined. No pages given, converting all pages to " + chosen_format)
	c = pdftables_api.Client(api_key)
	if chosen_format == "xml":
		c.xml(pdf_input_file, excel_output_file) 
	elif chosen_format == "csv":
		c.csv(pdf_input_file, excel_output_file) 
	elif chosen_format == "xlsx":
		c.xlsx(pdf_input_file, excel_output_file) 
	elif chosen_format == "xlsx_single":
		c.xlsx_single(pdf_input_file, excel_output_file)
	else:
		print("Format given not recognised, converting to xlsx")
		c.xlsx(pdf_input_file, excel_output_file) 
	print("Complete")
	
#if page numbers are defined
else:
	pages_required = [int(p) for p in filter(None, pages_args.split(","))]

	print("All PDFs combined. Now converting pages: {}".format(str(pages_required)[1:-1]) + " to " + chosen_format)

	pages_out_of_range = []
	pdf_file_reader = PdfFileReader(open(pdf_input_file, 'rb'))
	pdf_file_pages = pdf_file_reader.getNumPages()

	for page_number in pages_required:
		if page_number &lt; 1 or page_number &gt; pdf_file_pages:
			pages_out_of_range.append(page_number)

	if len(pages_out_of_range) &gt; 0:
		pages_str = str(pages_out_of_range)[1:-1]
		sys.exit('Error: page numbers out of range: {}'.format(pages_str))

	pdf_writer_selected_pages = PdfFileWriter()

	for page_number in pages_required:
		page = pdf_file_reader.getPage(page_number-1)
		pdf_writer_selected_pages.addPage(page)

	pdf_file_selected_pages = pdf_input_file + '.tmp'

	with open(pdf_file_selected_pages, 'wb') as f:
	   pdf_writer_selected_pages.write(f)

	   
	c = pdftables_api.Client(api_key)

	if chosen_format == "xml":
		c.xml(pdf_file_selected_pages, excel_output_file) 
	elif chosen_format == "csv":
		c.csv(pdf_file_selected_pages, excel_output_file) 
	elif chosen_format == "xlsx":
		c.xlsx(pdf_file_selected_pages, excel_output_file) 
	elif chosen_format == "xlsx_single":
		c.xlsx_single(pdf_file_selected_pages, excel_output_file)
	else:
		print("Format given not recognised, converting to xlsx")
		c.xlsx(pdf_file_selected_pages, excel_output_file) 
	print("Complete")
	os.remove(pdf_file_selected_pages)


If you don’t understand the script above, see the script overview section.

Step 2
If you are converting all PDFs in the folder, you do not need to change the script. However, if you would like to convert only some of the PDFs in the folder, 
change *.pdf from line 13 (#subprocess to merge PDFs) to be a list of the PDFs, for example:

#subprocess to merge PDFs
subprocess.call("pdftk.exe invoice1.pdf invoice2.pdf invoice3.pdf cat output "+ pdf_input_file)


Step 3
Navigate to your Python file in the terminal and run the following command:
python merge_and_convert.py merged_pdfs.pdf xlsx your_api_key 1,3,5


Replace merge_and_convert.py with the name of your Python file.
Replace merged_pdfs.pdf with what you'd like to call the PDF file containing all merged PDFs.
Replace xlsx with the format you'd like to convert the PDF to. The options are xlsx, xlsx_single, csv or xml.
Replace your_api_key with your unique API key found on our API page.
Replace 1,3,5 with the page numbers of the merged PDFs file that you would like to convert, ensuring they are comma separated.







  The script will print a message dependent on the arguments you have given. If you do not specify a recognised format, the PDF will be converted to xlsx 
  by default. If no page numbers are given, the entire PDF will be converted to the format you have specified. 


  Once you see the message 'Complete', the conversion has been successful and the converted file can be found in the same folder as your Python script.

You're all done! You have successfully merged multiple PDFs then converted PDF to Excel using Python.

Script overview

#import libraries: Here we are importing all libraries required within the script, including the PDFTables API library and PDFtk toolkit.
#define arguments: We are defining the command-line arguments passed to the script.
#subprocess to merge PDFs: This allows us to call a command-line argument, to merge the PDFs, within the Python script and obtain the returned results.
#error if not enough arguments defined: If you have not defined enough arguments when you run the command in your terminal, an error will be shown.
#define file names: We are setting the name of the converted output file.
#if no page numbers are defined: If you do not define any page numbers, the entire PDF will be converted to your chosen format. If an unrecognised format is given, the PDF will be converted to xlsx.
#if page numbers are defined: Your PDF pages will be converted to your chosen format. If an unrecognised format is given, the PDF will be converted to xlsx.


Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to convert a PDF to CSV
You can use PDFTables as a PDF to CSV converter as well as a PDF to Excel converter. You can convert PDF to CSV using the button 
on our website, or using our API, just as you would when converting from PDF to Excel.

I will be converting a sample PDF invoice from a freight company which will convert 
into 1 page and download to CSV format. If you would like to convert only certain pages from a PDF
document, see our tutorial on how to extract pages from a PDF document. Let's get started!

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting to CSV.


Step 2
Find the PDF in your file finder and click Open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, click the arrow next to the Download as Excel button and select CSV.


Step 4
Once the download is complete, click the arrow to show the download in your file finder. Move the download to 
your preferred location.


Step 5
Now that you have moved your CSV document, click on it to open it and your converted PDF will open in CSV format! On most computers, 
CSV files will open automatically in Excel. However, to open in a different program, right click on your file, select 'Open with' and 
select a program from the list.




You have now successfully converted your invoice from PDF to CSV!


API
It is also possible to convert your PDF to CSV using our API.
See the choosing format section which explains how to specify 
a different format using cURL.
If you would like to convert multiple PDFs to CSV, see our blog post on converting multiple PDFs with our API.
Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	What is Microservices Architecture?
There's a new buzzword on the block - Microservices.

What is Microservices Architecture?
Microservices architecture is a technique that allows a single application to be made up of a 
collection of small separate services. Each service can be independently developed, tested 
and scaled. It is possible that each service can be written in a different 
language and use different storage technologies. 

Many existing applications are built in a monolithic style - all services within a 
single unit process. A disadvantage of using this approach is that any development, testing or 
scaling is carried out on the entire unit therefore changes can be slow and expensive.



We now offer our PDFTables PDF converter as a microservice that can easily be deployed using 
Docker. 
Our microservice packages are offered as annual licenses. We provide all necessary binaries in a ZIP file that can be 
downloaded from the PDFTables licensed page once a license has been purchased.

Adopting a microservice approach means a quicker build and deploy process compared to a larger, 
centralized application. There is no wasted space from unnecessary and unwanted features as your developers 
can choose how each microservice is implemented. Microservices also deal well with failure. It is 
certainly possible for a service to fail, however, in a microservices architecture, the other services 
around the failed service can continue running whilst fixes are carried out. Microservices are also 
a great fit with big data technologies due to their scalable nature.

Of course there are always cons to go alongside the pros. Due to the variety of services within this architectural style, 
testing can be time consuming and expensive - you need to ensure you have the skills and experience available in your team. 
Adopting this approach could also present risks around security. Understanding the structure of your application is key to 
ensuring each service is properly secured.

Microservices are a great way of working if you are looking to evolve and expand your products and services. 
Companies including Netflix and eBay have adopted this approach successfully due to the scalability and flexibility. 
You can even cut down costs with microservices as each service can be scaled independently, depending on demand.

If you'd like to know more about PDFTables as a microservice, or anything around PDFTables, feel free to 
get in touch.

Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page.
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	The best Excel shortcuts to save you time
Here at PDFTables, we're all about saving you time and money and that doesn't stop after converting your PDF to Excel.

We've pulled together a list of the best Excel shortcuts that you'll find so useful you won't go be able to go back to your old ways!

1. Auto sum values
ALT + = If you'd like to quickly sum a column or row of values, head to the first empty cell at the end of the list, hold down ALT 
and press =. The =SUM formula will pop up, check the cells you'd like totaled are highlighted then press Enter.

2. Move quickly around the worksheet
CTRL + &larr;/&uarr;/&rarr;/&darr; Move between the start and end of a row or column using these commands. If your row or column 
contains data, these commands will jump to the next cell containing data.

3. Select a range or entire sheet
CTRL + A If the cell you are currently in is empty and all cells surrounding it are empty, this command will select the entire sheet. 
If the cell you are currently in is adjacent to non-empty cells, a region will be selected, but run the shortcut again and the entire sheet will be selected.

4. Search and/or replace
CTRL + F/H To search for a string, use shortcut CTRL + F and keep pressing Enter to move through the results. The 
search and replace, use CTRL + H, fill in the 'Find what:' and Replace with:' boxes to fit your requirements. To replace one at a time, 
click 'Replace' and keep hitting enter, or to replace all instances at once click 'Replace All'. Using the Tab button is quick way to move around 
this box without using your mouse.

5. Paste special
CTRL + ALT + V Opens up a menu of paste special options. Each option has 1 letter underlined - use these letters to make your 
selection quickly. If you are always using one or two of the options, you will soon remember the keyboard sequence and be able to paste special in a matter 
of seconds.

6. New line within a cell
ALT + Enter When typing within a cell, use this command to start a new line within that cell.

7. Bold, italic, underline or strikethrough
CTRL + B/I/U/5 These commands will enable you to format one or many cells to bold, italic, underline or strikethrough. If you hold 
CTRL and press a sequence of the letters, you can quickly apply multiple formatting options. 

8. Number formats
CTRL + SHIFT + 1/5/6/7 These will format the selected cell(s) as number, percentage, standard form or add a cell border respectively.

9. Insert or delete a cell
CTRL + SHIFT + + will bring up the insert a cell option box or CTRL + - will bring up the delete a cell option box.

10. Select an entire row or column
SHIFT/CTRL + Spacebar You can select the entire row or column that your current selected cell is in.

Do you need more Excel help?
Contact us and one of our team will be happy to help!

Also, check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page.
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	PDFTables release a more flexible Enterprise solution
As digital transformation becomes a key focus in businesses today, PDFTables understand that flexibility and visibility of systems is important. 
PDFTables is a cloud-based SaaS large-scale PDF to Excel conversion tool. After launching PDFTables in 2015 as a web service, Sensible Code soon 
noticed a demand for their tool as an Enterprise solution. Customers from a range of business sizes were asking for a solution that could be hosted 
on-premises with that extra layer of security when processing sensitive information. The Enterprise solution is an efficient, accurate and reliable 
product that reduces costs, manual input and allows clients to free up resource.

Initially, PDFTables Enterprise was available as a Linux VM. You can now install the software on a Linux server in your own infrastructure. 
This new delivery mechanism will give more flexibility and visibility into the running of the system.

The Sensible Code Company was founded in 2010 with a vision 
of a world where everyone can easily make full use of data. Their products, including PDFTables, help customers introduce automation into everyday 
business processes by applying modern technology, artificial intelligence and machine learning. Based in the UK, the Sensible Code team work with 
customers in the US and Europe, in finance, oil & gas, education and more.

PDFTables accurately converts PDF pages to XLSX, CSV or XML at an average rate of 3 pages per second. The unique algorithm scans a document much 
as your eye would, it understands spacing to accurately identify rows and columns. The web service is securely hosted on Amazon Web Services, in its 
own Virtual Private Cloud and all transactions are end-to-end encrypted. By using the API, you can bulk convert PDFs using any programming language, 
integrating PDF data extraction into your operations. The same API featured on the website is available in the Enterprise solution.

The PDFTables Enterprise is an annual rollover license to use PDFTables if you need to convert large volumes of PDFs, to keep data on your 
own network or a Service Level Agreement.

The web service has the same capabilities as the Enterprise solution, and hence is a great way to run tests with some sample PDFs, using your 
free 75 pages. Upon landing on the PDFTables website, you instantly have 25 free page credits. If you then go on to create an account, you will 
receive another 50 free page credits. Once you have exhausted these, the pricing packages start at $30, with an average cost per page of $0.02. 
You can purchase up to 100,000 page credits at any one time, and if your PDF page does not convert, for example it contains only images, your page 
credits will not be impacted.

Do you have any questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.
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	PDFs continue to become more popular every year
Back in 2015, Sensible Code's Francis Irving posted a blog titled 
Amazingly, PDFs are more popular each year - 3 years later and that statement is still true.
The chart from Google Trends below illustrates the use of search term "pdf", since 2004, relative to the total search-volume 
across the world. Since 2009, "pdf" shows an ever-increasing popularity, compared to "excel".
 


The search term "pdf to excel" has also been increasing in popularity - by 56% since December 2013 in fact.



A brief history
PDF stands for Portable Document Format. In the past, computer users would struggle to create a document that would look the same on their computer 
as well as the computer of the person they wanted to send it to. Fonts, layouts and colours could change depending on the computer and program used. 
To overcome this issue, the document would be printed and then shared, resulting in stacks of paper around the office. That's when, in the 1990s, John 
Warnock, one of Adobe’s founders, decided that a paperless office was the way forward and the PDF was born.

Version 1.0 of PDF was released in 1993 - you could add internal links, bookmarks and fonts. However, the only color range supported was 
RGB. In order to create a PDF, you had to pay a steep price for Adobe software. As you can imagine, this didn't make PDF very popular. 
The charges were soon dropped and a free version of Acrobat Reader was launched. New versions have been developed and released since, 
adding more features and enhancements, to get to where we are today with PDF 2.0.

Why do we use PDF today?

If you were to open a PDF in a text editor, you'll see a mix of letters and numbers that will likely mean very little to you, as shown 
below. However, this forms the structure of your document and presents your document in a format that is independent of the software, device 
or operating system used. Therefore, the PDF format is useful for presenting text, graphics and spreadsheets on one page knowing it will look the 
same no matter where or how you present it.



There are many uses of PDF for companies and individuals worldwide. For example, if you want to send an invoice to someone that isn't 
at risk of being tampered with, PDF format is a pretty safe bet. Or if you're sending your CV off and want to make sure your prospective employer 
sees your masterpiece just as you do on your device. PDF plays a big role in the operations of large institutions - processing millions of 
PDFs every year. Extracting useful information from PDFs can be a slow and manual process. You could copy and paste from a computer generated PDF, 
however the costs involved with this approach can mount up, especially when processing many PDFs. But, the solution to this expensive process is 
a PDF converter such as PDFTables.

PDFTables can convert and extract useful information from PDFs at an average rate of 3 pages per second. Our Enterprise On-Premises solution allows users to host PDFTables locally, within their own 
network. Many of our customers rely on this solution in their everyday processes for extracting sensitive data from PDF documents 
such as invoices and bank statements.

Digital Transformation Era
Seeing the trends over the past 9 years, it's likely that these will continue for the foreseeable future and PDF will become increasingly more popular. 
As digital transformation becomes a key focus in businesses today, tools like PDFTables will be in higher demand and we intend to 
test and develop our software to ensure we are always offering the best service. Is your business in need of a digital transformation? Do you work 
with lots of PDFs? Get in touch if you'd like to know more about our 
offerings.

Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page.
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	How to convert a PDF to XML
Did you know you can use PDFTables as a PDF to XML converter as well as Excel and CSV? That's right, you can convert a PDF to XML using the button
via our website, or using our API, just as you do when converting from PDF to Excel.

This post will walk you through how to do a PDF to XML conversion using the Convert a PDF button.

Before we start
As an example, we will be converting a sample PDF bank statement from JPMorgan Chase which will convert
into 2 pages and we will download as XML format. If you would like to convert only certain pages from the PDF
document, see our tutorial on how to extract pages from a PDF document. Let's get started...

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the Convert a PDF button to begin converting to XML.


Step 2
Find your PDF bank statement in Windows Explorer and click open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, click the arrow next to the Download as Excel button and select XML.


Step 4
When the download is complete, click the arrow to show the download in Windows Explorer. Move the download to
your preferred location.


Step 5
Now that you have moved your XML document, click on it to open it and your converted PDF will open in XML format!
You have now successfully converted your bank statement from PDF to XML!

API
It is also possible to convert your PDF to XML using our API.
Why not try converting PDF to XML with Python? 
See the choosing format section which explains how to specify
a different format using cURL.
If you would like to convert multiple PDFs to XML, see our blog post on converting multiple PDFs with our API.
Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.
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	Automating processes - HIPAA: An interview with Moyses Barbalat, Triax Dental
Moyses is the Network &amp; Computer Systems Administrator for Triax Dental, 
a general dental practice that provides comprehensive dental care in  Nashville, TN. He has used our service for 2 years and signed a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement 
(BAA) with us to enable Triax Dental to use our tool. Privacy is pivotal to our success and hence we are always open to discussing 
requirements to meet customers needs, such as a HIPAA BAA.

We spoke to him about his experience using our PDFTables API. 

PDFTables: Can you give a quick overview of your company?
Triax Dental: We aim to provide services to patients with general and special dental needs. We offer a variety of expanded service options, including sedation dentistry, 
a Hoyer lift system for safe transfers and desensitization appointments. Triax Dental specializes in treating patients that may need more time for 
treatment due to phobia, anxiety or treatment tolerance. For patients that need extensive work or have difficulties in clinical environments, Triax 
Dental provides the option of conscious sedation dentistry. All of our dentists are certified to provide oral and light conscious IV sedation.

PDFTables: How did you hear about PDFTables?
Triax Dental: I was looking for ways to convert a complex PDF into a text file for later use in Excel. Google told me about 
your service.
 
PDFTables: What was going on in your job that was a problem before you started using our product?
Triax Dental: Our billing process to some patients requires us to transform the standard ADA Claim form into a validation 
worksheet. We started doing it manually and it took us almost 15 minutes for each claim or encounter. Consider that we see about 150 of these patients 
per month; it was a lot of time.

PDFTables: What made you choose PDFTables over other similar tools available?
Triax Dental: I tried some other solutions but yours was the easiest and simplest. Your service is reliable. It also has a fair 
price. Once I had the code ready, I never had to change anything. As we are dealing with PHI (HIPAA), we appreciate that PDF Tables takes security 
very seriously.

PDFTables: How long have you been using PDFTables?
Triax Dental: I would say about 2 years.

PDFTables: How do you and your team currently use the product? What types of goals or tasks are you using the product to accomplish?
Triax Dental: We have this billing check Excel file that uses your service to convert the standard ADA Claim form into something 
that we remit to the insurance carrier. This Excel file also uses the data converted from your service to check annual and encounter limits for 
dental codes, procedure validations and others. We combine the data from the claim with a weekly export from our Practice Management Software.

PDFTables: What was your team’s process prior to using our product?
Triax Dental: We typed the ADA Claim information into the Excel and we manually checked the limits in our Practice Management 
Software.

PDFTables: Would you recommend PDFTables to a friend?
Triax Dental: Sure!

PDFTables: Anything else you'd like to add?
Triax Dental: (From our Billing Clerk – Craig Wolf): For a unique dental practice like Triax this tool has been extremely helpful. It allows us to reliably and cheaply 
mitigate human error in analyzing and entering data during our billing process. Given the unique nature of our dental practice, flexibility is very 
important as well which this tool has shown to be quite capable of. The Triax Dental billing department is a big fan!

Get in touch if you are interested in our encrypted PDF converter. We will sign a HIPAA BAA, giving you peace of mind that your data is 
secure on our servers.
	Remote working: it's all downhill from here
Downhill skiing, that is. Sitting at my desk with a view of Mont Blanc, I think remote working is the life for me.

Motivation
Being a woman in a male-dominated industry, it took guts to quit my 9-5 job as a Data Scientist. People would say I was ‘lucky’ 
to have the job. But I’d had enough and I deserved more. It gave me no satisfaction, I couldn’t see any progression prospects and I 
was living pay cheque to pay cheque. So, I did it. I handed my notice in, left a month later and woke up the following Monday with 
the world in arms reach.

New Job
I left my job in October and within a month, I had landed the role of Technical Product Manager for PDFTables.com; converting 
PDFs containing tables to Excel via cloud or on-premises. The company, owned by Sensible Code, has a target to operate a 100% remote 
working policy by September 2018. They are very keen to hire technical women and are setting an objective to get as close as 
possible to 50/50 male/female workforce.

Let’s Fly
Living in a ski resort had been on my bucket list for a few years, so for it to become a reality made me VERY excited. My partner and 
I arrived in France on 7th January where our Airbnb host picked us up from the bus station with our suitcases and skis in tow. I booked a 
couple of days off so that I could have a mini holiday before settling into full remote working life. This was our lunch spot on 
our first day of skiing – not bad!



A Day in the Life
I started my first remote working day on January 15th. Communication is key for remote working. We all talk on Slack throughout 
the day, both work related and general chat. This helps for us all to be aware of what everyone is doing and who is available at 
what time. A normal day for me consists of answering email enquiries, marketing and analysis. For any enquiries about our on-premises 
solution, I would set up a call with the user to firstly, show that we are real people and secondly, to understand their use case and 
come up with a pricing plan to suit their needs. Most of my focus is on marketing PDFTables currently through Google Adwords and 
Social Media. Other tasks include writing blog posts and analysing website performance. So far, 1 month in, all is going to plan. 
I’ve had days where I’ve felt a little
lost on where to go, but I go back to my plan to get myself back on track. Plus, I’ve got a great bunch of colleagues who are very 
helpful and always willing to answer my ‘there’s-no-such-thing-as-a-stupid-question-but…’ questions!

Work, ski, work
This style of working requires self-motivation and self-discipline. I have set myself up a desk in the kitchen area of our 
apartment. Mornings consist of working from 8am until 1pm. I’ll then go out for a ski or a walk with my partner for a few hours. 
Then, it’s back in the evening for dinner and the rest of the days work. There are mornings when I look outside and long to be on 
the slopes, however I know that I have Fridays and the weekends for doing that. I need to remember I’m not on an extended holiday!

Admittedly, we’ve struggled to meet many people here due to our work hours and ski schedule. I’m OK with this short term but 
I need to make sure I put time aside to keep in touch with family and friends back home. One of my best friends from home currently 
lives in Australia and I’m over in France, so my group of girlfriends and I have a monthly Skype call to catch up on all the gossip!

Are you next?

That’s enough rambling from me for now. I hope you have enjoyed reading about my first month of remote working and I’ve inspired 
you to give it a go, but only if you think it could work for you. If you have the travelling bug and want to keep your career going 
or you just want to make some changes, go for it. Contact some companies, push for what you want and book those flights! Also, 
remember, being a woman in a male-dominated industry should NEVER stop you achieving what you want to achieve. If you have the 
experience, skills and a great personality, why shouldn’t you get that job?

Talking of jobs..
Sensible Code are hiring. We are looking for a Software Engineer (Golang desirable). More information here.
	How to convert a password protected PDF to Excel
A password protected PDF file can be useful for protecting sensitive content or limiting actions a user can carry out on the PDF. However, it can cause you a bit of hassle
when you want to convert the PDF to Excel.

This post will walk you through how to convert a password protected PDF to Excel, CSV or XML.

Before we start
I will be converting a sample PDF invoice which I have 
password protected.

Step 1
Locate the PDF on your computer. Right click on it and click Open With then choose Google Chrome.


Step 2
Once Google Chrome has loaded, enter the password for the PDF.


Step 3
Next, right click on the PDF and select Print. Set the destination printer to Save as PDF and click Save.


Step 4
You will now have the option to choose where to save the PDF. Choose a location and click Save.


Step 5
The PDF no longer has password protection. You will now be able to convert your PDF to Excel, CSV or XML. To do this, take a look at our 
how-to page.


Done! You've successfully removed password protection from your PDF and can now convert the PDF to Excel.
Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to batch convert PDF to Excel, CSV, XML or HTML
Updated July 2019

You can batch convert PDF to Excel using the PDFTables API. If, 
like me, you'd like to automate your processes or need a quick and easy
way to convert multiple PDFs at once, this is the tutorial for 
you. I will show you how to use PDFTables as a batch PDF to Excel converter 
using our API.

I'll be calling our API from Python, using a Mac (the instructions are very 
similar for Windows and Linux). The API is very useful for integrating PDF
extraction into your operations. You'll easily be able to import data from PDF 
files into your database.

Before we start
I will be converting a sample PDF bank statement from JPMorgan Chase and a set of 
pages from a PDF version of Nestlé Group's Consolidated Financial 
Statements for 2016. If you would like to convert only specific pages from a PDF, see our tutorial 
on how to convert specific PDF pages to Excel with Python.

Step 1
Download Anaconda by choosing the MacOS option and selecting the Python 
3.6 version. This can take a little while to download so now is a good time to
grab a cup of tea! &#x1F375;


Step 2
Once the download is complete, click the downloaded package and run through the 
installation window that pops up. This may also take a little while! Close when all is 
finished. To check it has installed, go to 'Finder' and click 'Applications' and 
you will see Anaconda in the list (for Windows, in Explorer, go to your C drive and search for 'Anaconda'). Downloading Anaconda means that 
pip 
will also be installed. Pip gives a simple way to install the PDFTables API Python package.


Step 3
Press F4 on your keyboard to open up apps. Type 'terminal' and click the black 
box logo that appears (For Windows, search for Anaconda Prompt in the Start Menu 
and run it). To check Python is working, type python and then the return key. 
If it looks similar to the image below, you are all set up. If not, try uninstalling 
Anaconda and installing it again.


Step 4
Next, if you haven't already, you will need to create an account on PDFTables to 
enable you to call the API. Click 'Join' in the header of any page on our
website to sign up for free. An activation link will arrive in your email 
inbox which you will need to click.


Step 5
Open up the Terminal again, press Ctrl+Z to exit Python (For Windows, type exit() 
and hit return). Run the following command to clone the PDFTables API from 
Github:
pip install git+https://github.com/pdftables/python-pdftables-api.git
If git is not recognised, download it here. Then, run the above command again.

Step 6
You will need a code editor to create a Python script. If you don't already have 
one, I'd recommend Bbedit for a Mac, Notepad++ for Windows or Atom for Linux.

Step 7
Once the code editor has downloaded, open it up and create a new blank page. 
Copy the following code onto the page:
import pdftables_api
import os

c = pdftables_api.Client('MY-API-KEY')

file_path = "C:\\Users\\MyName\\Documents\\PDFTablesCode\\"

for file in os.listdir(file_path):
    if file.endswith(".pdf"):
        c.xlsx(os.path.join(file_path,file), file+'.xlsx')
		
You will need to make the following changes to the script:

    Replace MY-API-KEY with your PDFTables API key which you will find here.
    Replace C:\\Users\\MyName\\Documents\\PDFTablesCode\\ with the path to where 
	your PDF documents are saved. If you are copying the path in Windows, replace the 
	single '\' with '\\' or '/'.
To convert to CSV, XML or HTML simply change c.xlsx to be c.csv, 
c.xml or c.htmlrespectively.



Step 8
Save the Python script as 'convert.py' in the same folder as the PDF documents.

Step 9
Go back to the Terminal (or Anaconda Prompt), locate the folder in which the Python script and PDFs are 
saved using cd.. or cd *folder_name* to move around the directories.
Type python convert.py in the Terminal. Press enter and let this run. Once it has 
finished, you will see an Excel file for each PDF document in the folder.


You now know how to batch convert your PDFs to Excel using our API!
Now that everything has been setup, just repeat steps 7, 8 & 9 to convert multiple 
PDFs again.


Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to convert a PDF Bank Statement to Excel or CSV
Updated February 2019

You can convert a PDF bank statement to CSV or Excel with PDFTables. 
A bank statement is a part of anyone’s life, whether you are converting a PDF bank statement for 
your own personal accounts or you are doing accounts for your business, it’s simple and easy to convert 
your PDF statements into Excel (XLSX), CSV, XML or HTML format. In this tutorial, we will be walking you through 
how to convert a PDF bank statementas well as merging all bank statement documents into one Excel document.

Before we start
As an example, we will be converting a sample PDF bank statement from JPMorgan Chase which will convert 
into 2 pages. If you would like to convert only certain pages from the PDF 
document, see our tutorial on how to extract pages from a PDF document.

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the ‘Convert a PDF’ button to begin converting.


Step 2
Locate your PDF bank statement and click open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, select CSV, Excel, XML or HTML from the drop down menu next to the 'Download as Excel' button.


Step 4
When the download is complete, click the arrow to show the download in your file explorer. Move the download to 
your preferred location. If you will be merging multiple bank statements, these will all need to be in the same folder.


Step 5
Now that you have moved your document, click on it to open it and you will see your converted PDF in your chosen program! 
You have now successfully converted your bank statement from PDF to CSV, Excel, XML or HTML!


Merging all documents into one master Excel document
In these steps, we'll show you how to merge multiple Excel or CSV files into one using a macro. We'll also 
  show you how to this manually.

Using a macro
If you are familiar with macros in Excel or you would like to learn how to use a macro, this option is quick and 
requires little manual input once setup.
Step 1
Open a new Excel document – this will be your master bank statement document. In your Excel document, click the 
View tab and select Macros. Type GetSheets in the macro name box, click Create 
and then copy the VBA code from the 3rd step of ExtendOffice's tutorial into the module box that appears. If you are working with CSV files, update 
  line 3 to be:Filename = Dir(Path & "*.csv").
  



Step 2
Ensure you have updated the path in the macro to point to where your converted XLS files are saved in Windows Explorer. Exit the VBA page. 
  Click Macros again and then run the macro you have just created. Your bank statements will now all be in one master Excel document on 
multiple sheets. This will now be saved to use again when you convert more PDF bank statements.



Merging manually
If you would rather merge your documents manually, open each converted XLS document and choose one which will 
be your master document (or open a new Excel document).
Step 1
In each Excel document copy the data from the sheet containing your bank statement, and paste it into a new sheet of the 
master Excel document.


Step 2
Save the master document and you will now have merged all your bank statements into one document.

You’re done! You've successfully converted a PDF bank statement to Excel and merged multiple into one document.

Looking for more automation?
Automate this PDF to Excel conversion with our PDF to Excel API.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to convert a PDF to contacts vCard
In this blog post, we will show you how to convert a PDF to vCard. If you are looking to convert 
  a CSV to vCard, jump to step 5.

In the days of old before smartphones, social media and synchronized address
  books, we had to save the contact details, birthdays and kids names of our
  friends, family, co-workers and business prospects on paper and keep them in a
  desk drawer. Imagine that!

Fast forward to the present day and saving a contact is as simple as
  opening your phone, typing in the details and hitting the save button.
  It’s then instantly available across a dizzying array of devices thanks
  to the cloud, from your laptop to your smartwatch.
If you told someone in 1987 that this’d be possible in the near future,
they’d probably laugh, flip open their Rolodex and find you the number of
their psychiatrist friend.

Enter the vCard
If you’ve been to an event and want the contact details of the attendees,
  they’ll probably be sent to you by the organisers in a PDF document,
  but how do you get those details into your address book without having to
  type them in manually?

Your best bet is to upload them as vCard contacts
  (also known as VCF, or Virtual Contact File).

In this tutorial, I’ll show you how to convert a PDF to vCard
  format. You’ll then be able to simply upload the vCard to your address book.

Before we start
For this tutorial, I’ll be using a fake contacts list I made using
  Mockaroo,
  a mock data generator. I’ve saved this list as a PDF and it’s ready to be
  converted into vCard format.


Ideally, your own table of contact details will have column names as in the
  example like my one does. This will make the vCard-creation part of the
  tutorial a bit easier, but if not, we can work around it.

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the green Convert a PDF button.


Step 2
Select your contacts list PDF you want to convert and select Open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, click the arrow on the Download as Excel
  button and select CSV. This will make it easier to convert to vCard later on.


Step 4
Choose a download location for your converted contacts list, then press Save.


Step 5
Next up, we’re going to use a service called CSV to vCard
  to convert those contact details into the vCard format.
  Open the CSV file in Notepad (Right click, then Open With -> Notepad), then
select and copy everything from your column names down to the end of the contacts list.


As you can see, this contacts list has the column names. If your document
  doesn’t have column names, you’ll need to add them before copying the table.
  Simply type out the column names on the first line, separating each one with a comma.

Step 6
Go to the CSV to vCard
   website, then paste the table data into the text box.


Step 7
Select the Specify Types tab and make sure your column names have been
  matched to the appropriate column type. You can use the drop-downs to select the correct one.


Step 8
Select the Copy vCard tab and you should find your data in vCard format, ready for you to use!


Step 9
Finally, copy and paste the vCard text from that tab into Notepad,
  then save the file with a .vcf extension.
  

You’re done! You've successfully converted a PDF to VCF (or vCard) format online.
You can now import your contacts list into any address book/email system that accepts vCard.

Further Reading

  Automate this PDF to contacts vCard conversion with our PDF to Excel API
  Import vCards into Outlook contacts (Microsoft Office Support)
  Import vCards into Gmail (GroovyPost)
  Import vCards into iCloud (Apple Support)
  Import vCards into Android (FonePaw)


Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	How to convert a PDF balance sheet to Excel
The balance sheet highlights the financial condition of a company and is an
  integral part of the financial statements. It’s also called a Statement of Financial Position.
The balance sheet is a crucial document to analyse when figuring out the state
of a company’s financial health. It’s often used by investors deciding
whether to invest in the company, or by creditors who are planning to lend it money.

In this post, I’ll be showing you how to convert a PDF balance sheet to Excel
  using PDFTables.com, so that you can perform your own balance sheet
  analysis in the comfort of an Excel spreadsheet.

Before we start
As an example, we’ll be converting the Nestlé Group's Consolidated Balance Sheet for 2016
  (pages 8 and 9) and converting it into a single-sheet Excel document.
The Nestlé balance sheet is contained within a larger report, so in order to
avoid converting the whole document, you should extract pages 8 and 9 first.
We show you how to do this in another tutorial 'How to extract pages from a PDF document'.

Step 1
Go to PDFTables.com and click the green Convert a PDF button.


Step 2
Find the Nestlé Group's Consolidated Balance Sheet for 2016 that you extracted earlier and select Open.


Step 3
Once the conversion has completed, click the Download as Excel button.


Step 4
Choose a download location for your converted balance sheet, then press Save.


Step 5
Open the downloaded balance sheet from the Downloads bar or notification in your
  browser and you’re done! You’ve successfully converted a PDF balance sheet to Excel.


Further Reading
If you’re converting PDF balance sheets to Excel on a regular basis
  and you have some programming experience (or a colleague who does), you can
  automate these conversions with our PDF to Excel API
  integrating it directly into your in-house processes. We’ve even written a tutorial on
  implementing page selection with our API,
  if you’re feeling particularly adventurous!
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	How to extract pages from a PDF document
Updated February 2019

You can extract pages from PDF using Google Chrome by saving the pages as a separate PDF file. We'll show you how.

This is especially useful when you only need to convert a few pages of a very large document with our
  PDF to Excel converter,
  or if you want to reduce the size of the PDF for some other purpose.
  In this example, I'll extract pages from a PDF version of
    Nestlé Group's Consolidated Financial Statements for 2016.

The process I'll be illustrating is identical in Opera and quite similar in Firefox,
  Safari and Internet Explorer.

Step 1
Find your PDF document in Windows Explorer, then right-click on it and
  select Open With -> Google Chrome.


Step 2
Once your PDF is open in Chrome, click the Print icon in top right
  hand side of the window.


Step 3
When the Print dialogue appears, click Change in the Destination section.


Step 4
On the next screen, select Save as PDF.
NB: Don't use Microsoft Print to PDF as your PDF will be saved as an image rather than a searchable PDF.
  

Step 5
Enter the page numbers you want to extract in the highlighted text box.
As an example, if you want pages 8 to 10, you would enter 8-10.
Or, if you want pages 12 and 14, you would enter 12, 14.
Now, if you want to be a total maverick, you could combine the
two with 8-10, 12, 14. This would give you pages 8, 9, 10, 12 and 14 in one PDF document.


Step 6
Press Save then you’ll be asked to give your new PDF a name and a folder for it to be saved in.
Congratulations, you’re done! You can now convert your PDF to Excel, CSV, XML or HTML.
Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.
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	How to convert specific PDF pages to Excel with Python
Updated February 2019


  In this tutorial, I’ll be showing you how to use Python to convert specific pages of PDF tables into Excel, with the
  PDF to Excel API.



  As an example we’ll be using the London Stock Exchange’s
  June 2017 Main Market Factsheet. 
  We’ll extract and convert pages 5 (New and Further Issues by Method) and 7 (Money Raised by Business Sector)
  into a multi-sheet Excel workbook.


  Here's what the end result will look like with the example PDF.


  


Before we start

  In the previous tutorial (How to convert a PDF to Excel with Python), I showed you how to get the PDFTables Python library set
  up and running on your machine. If you haven’t already set up the library, I’d recommend reading that tutorial first.


  Additionally, you'll need an API key  and the PyPDF2 library installed, which you can do via the command line/terminal with the following command:

pip install pypdf2

Step 1

Create a new Python script then add the following code:


#!/usr/bin/env python3

import os
import sys
import pdftables_api
from PyPDF2 import PdfFileWriter, PdfFileReader

if len(sys.argv) &lt; 3:
    command = os.path.basename(__file__)
    sys.exit('Usage: {} pdf-file page-number, ...'.format(command))

pdf_input_file = sys.argv[1];
pages_args = ",".join(sys.argv[2:]).replace(" ","")
pages_required = [int(p) for p in filter(None, pages_args.split(","))]

print("Converting pages: {}".format(str(pages_required)[1:-1]))

excel_output_file = pdf_input_file + '.xlsx'

pages_out_of_range = []
pdf_file_reader = PdfFileReader(open(pdf_input_file, 'rb'))
pdf_file_pages = pdf_file_reader.getNumPages()

for page_number in pages_required:
    if page_number &lt; 1 or page_number &gt; pdf_file_pages:
        pages_out_of_range.append(page_number)

if len(pages_out_of_range) &gt; 0:
    pages_str = str(pages_out_of_range)[1:-1]
    sys.exit('Error: page numbers out of range: {}'.format(pages_str))

pdf_writer_selected_pages = PdfFileWriter()

for page_number in pages_required:
    page = pdf_file_reader.getPage(page_number-1)
    pdf_writer_selected_pages.addPage(page)

pdf_file_selected_pages = pdf_input_file + '.tmp'

with open(pdf_file_selected_pages, 'wb') as f:
   pdf_writer_selected_pages.write(f)

c = pdftables_api.Client('my-api-key')
c.xlsx(pdf_file_selected_pages, excel_output_file) #use c.xlsx_single here to output all pages to a single Excel sheet
print("Complete")
os.remove(pdf_file_selected_pages)



Step 2

  Replace my-api-key on line #43 with your PDFTables API key, which you
  can get from
  our PDF to Excel API page. Save your finished script as convertpdfpages.py in the same directory as the PDF document you want to convert.



Step 3
Navigate to your convertpdfpages.py file in the command line/terminal and run the following:
python convertpdfpages.py lsemainmarketfactsheet-june2017.pdf 5,7


  The script will then print the following:


Converting pages: 5, 7
Complete


  This means that the conversion was successful. You’ll find your output XLSX in the same folder as the script and example
  PDF.


  If you open the XLSX now, you’ll see that pages 5 and 7 have been converted and added to their own sheets!


  

You're all done! You have successfully converted specific PDF pages to Excel using Python.

To convert to CSV, XML or HTML simply change c.xlsx to be c.csv, 
c.xml or c.htmlrespectively.

Do you have more questions?
Check out our other blog posts here
or our FAQ page. Also, feel free to contact us.
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	Automating business processes in insurance: An interview with Josh Powell, Innovative Ops
Josh has extensive experience both on Wall Street as a trader and analyst for
15 years, and in developing software solutions through his current
consulting business, Innovative Ops. We spoke to him about a process automation
system he built for an insurance client, and how he integrated our PDF to Excel API.


PDFTables: So Josh, you’ve used PDFTables for one of your recent clients –
  can you walk us through the client needs?
Josh: My client (The Milner Group) is a large insurance brokerage in Atlanta,
Georgia, and it needed to streamline the way they processed agent commissions.
These commission reports are sent to Milner as PDF documents and traditionally,
they’d need to be entered manually into their CRM for processing.



They needed a solution that would streamline this process, and recognised that
the manual input stage was causing a backlog. I was brought in to devise a
solution that fit with their CRM system, which was built with the ability to
connect to other services via APIs. The client needed to be able to parse data
from the PDFs, and they wanted a solution with a friendly API that would convert
their PDFs to Excel spreadsheets for last-mile processing.


PDFTables: What made you choose PDFTables?
Josh: Initially, I had to decide between building a
conversion utility myself for the PDF documents using existing conversion
libraries, or working with someone who was already doing it commercially.

It was when I was researching the latter option that I came across PDFTables.

A lot of commercial products I found during my research put too much control
in the end user’s hands, whereas the client wanted something that could be
integrated under the hood, that could essentially run on autopilot with minimal
intervention. Plus, some of those products weren’t even polished enough to
present to the client.

PDFTables, on the other hand, seemed polished and reliable and when I discussed
the project needs with Aine [Business Development] and Steve [Engineer] at
PDFTables, they showed a real interest in the project. Some of the other
  products I approached either didn’t reply, or showed little interested in helping me.
The PDFTables team were very helpful and knowledgeable from the beginning. It gave me confidence that if I got hit by a bus, 
the client would be in good hands!


PDFTables: So how did you go about implementing the PDFTables
  PDF to Excel API?
Josh: Their bespoke application is built on Ruby on Rails, so for this project a
Ruby implementation was the preferred route.

We wrote a Ruby on Rails app that calls the PDFTables API, runs a series of
  validation routines on the extracted PDF table, and produces a spreadsheet for
  each carrier that’s exactly in the correct format for the commission department.
  In just a few mouse clicks, their team is able to import the carrier data
  into their CRM system.



In my opinion, you guys have the ultimate service. It's really simple to
  understand from a developer’s perspective and it plugs in nicely to what
  you’re building and allows the flexibility that you need.


PDFTables: What was the client’s view of transforming their processes with
  this kind of automation? Were there any concerns?
Josh: In the early stages, I worked with the commission department’s
Operations Manager on the process. She was actually one of the people
who had recognised the need for automation.

However when we actually pitched the PDFTables solution, the staff who’d
  actually be taking advantage of this new process day-to-day were hesitant to
  change their role and the way they worked. I guess they felt like they’d be
  losing something if part of their job was suddenly automated.

That all changed when we put together a demo of the PDFTables-powered
  solution - they jumped on the automation bandwagon very quickly once they
  realised they would have more time to focus on their other priorities.


PDFTables: A reluctance to automate parts of people’s jobs seems to be a
  common theme in business nowadays - have you found this with other clients?
Josh: When I was in my Operations Officer role at the specialty life insurance
company, I had the opportunity to improve the business processes. I was able to
test my ideas and make the value call on how people's time would be reallocated.
 That meant I could just dive in and take the risks, try out the implementation
 and then talk to my staff about how their roles were going to change and get
  their input.
When it comes to my clients though, a number of them don’t tend to have people
with my development background, so they can’t take those risks or make those
value calls. That’s one of the reasons they bring someone like me on board.

However, the reality is that I'm not sitting inside their operation every day,
  so they also need to learn to embrace this concept of process
  automation in their own time, starting with management, and passing
  that open-mindedness down to the team members.

I’ve even had a big budget project where we finished the implementation,
  they said thank you, I walked out and then never heard from them again,
  and they never ended up using it. So they spent tens of thousands of dollars
  on this digital transformation project, and never even used what we built!
  It was as if we’d given them the keys to a new car, and they never drove it.
As a result, I've been building upon each experience and ensuring that these
steps are communicated with the client during the consultation, and
making sure they know how to use their new tools in the organisation.
	An Introduction to Blockchain Technology
There has been a storm around blockchain technology in
the past few years. Headlines declared the end to currency as we know it,
whilst start-ups claimed to have eliminated the need for the banks. All the
while, experiments and adoption rates have steadily gathered pace in a
number of industries; not least in FinTech and InsurTech.

Blockchain has become very much like
big data, particularly in technology circles:
everyone loves to talk about it, a few people claim
to be using it but really, only a handful of people understand much of what
it's all about.

So what is a blockchain, and how does it work?
On a basic level a blockchain is a data structure,
not dissimilar to a database or financial ledger.
Each block contains some content (often about
financial transactions), some technical information about the
block itself and a link to its immediate predecessor. It is this link
that's used to build the chain. Every new block that's created
is linked back to the last block that was created before it and over time,
slowly but surely a blockchain is grown.

This blockchain is usually replicated across a peer-to-peer network,
 which means lots of individual computers contain a copy of the
same data rather than it being stored on a central server.
When the blockchain is updated, the information is
distributed to every computer in the network in near-real time. Whilst
duplicating data on lots of individual computers may seem wasteful, it is
this redundancy that makes it very difficult to alter what's in the
blockchain without everyone knowing about it - an important security
consideration.

Arguably, blockchain's most prominent application has been in the
creation of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, which has been
making the headlines over the past few years. Ecosystems like these
actually enhance blockchain's complexity by imposing certain constraints,
such as being decentralised and relatively anonymous;
constraints which aren't necessary in every blockchain application.

The Bitcoin cryptocurrency
Bitcoin originally
introduced the concept of mining blocks, a mechanism that rewards people for
solving computationally expensive puzzles in order to add a new block. New
Bitcoin transactions are relayed to the network of servers, collected
together and added in a block by the first miner (one of many thousands of
competing miners) able to successfully crack the current puzzle. The
current reward for adding a new block is 12.5 Bitcoin,
which at the time of this post was worth just over $8,000 USD,
although this halves roughly every four years in order to slow down the
creation of new currency.
By spreading the processing power required to solve these puzzles across
lots of dedicated machines
(the designing of which is 
an art form within itself) the mining time is greatly
reduced. If a standard computer were to mine the block by itself, it would
take more than 500 years to complete!

The Ethereum Project

Ethereum took
the application of the underlying blockchain technology to another level by
introducing a platform with a built-in Turing-complete programming language
(Alan Turing was a mathematician and computer scientist who developed the
idea of an abstract machine that could simulate any computer algorithm).
This is a language that could theoretically solve any mathematical problem,
allowing users to create custom currencies and digital financial
instruments. For example, smart contracts allow users to control
digital assets through lines of code, enabling users to create entirely
customisable systems that until now were mere fantasies.
The DAO is one example of such a system;
a crowdfunded Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation that distributes Ether
(the Ethereum equivalent of Bitcoin) as a form of venture capital to
various projects depending on how its investors vote.
Voting rights are enabled through a digital share token, which allows
investors to have their say on proposals submitted by various
'contractors', such as start-ups.

Blockchain's growing role in Finance and Insurance

This technology is exciting people both technical and non-technical around
the world. In finance, almost every major bank is experimenting with the
technology, trying to understand how it can streamline transactions and
what it means for data privacy. Major institutions like 
Barclays are teaming up with firms proficient in blockchain technology
in an attempt to exploit and protect themselves from
these potentially disruptive advances.

With blockchain-based technologies, the rate of transactions is typically low,
relative to what hedge-funds
do in high-frequency trading. Some smaller quantitative
finance firms are also employing machine learning to transact
dozens of times in a matter of seconds. Rapid access to cryptocurrency
exchanges can lead to large profits with minimal transaction costs as
investors move in and out of positions in often volatile market
conditions.
Moreover, in insurance, the big players are starting to take note. McKinsey
referred to the technology as the 'greatest revolution since the
advent of the Internet' and 
Allianz recently announced a successful pilot of a
blockchain/smart-contract solution that automates the transaction of
catastrophe swaps (a financial instrument used to protect clients from the
losses incurred as a result of a natural disaster).

It's difficult to sum up such an exciting and disruptive technology in one
short article! Blockchain certainly still has challenges to face but
you'd be brave to bet against it. The technology is revolutionising
the way we handle data and will be doing so for several years to
come.
	Meet our PDF to Excel libraries for the PDFTables API
If you aren't already aware, PDFTables has an API! You can interact 
with it in a number of languages, including Python, PHP, Java and many more.

In the past, we provided example snippets on our PDF to
Excel API page for each of the languages.
We're always looking for ways to make it as easy as possible for developers
to use our API, so we've decided to package each API
into easy-to-use libraries and host them on GitHub!

Here are the new libraries, and links to the GitHub repositories with examples:

Python - pdftables/python-pdftables-api

PowerShell - pdftables/powershell-pdftables-api

PHP - pdftables/php-pdftables-api

C# - pdftables/csharp-pdftables-api

VBA - pdftables/vba-pdftables-api

Java - pdftables/java-pdftables-api

R - expersso/pdftables (Unofficial package)

C/C++ - pdftables/c-pdftables-api

Go - pdftables/go-pdftables-api

Node.js - pdftables/nodejs-pdftables-api

If your favourite language isn't listed here, and you'd like help, contact us.
Check out our API page for your unique API key, 
	basic usage examples and format options.
	How to activate the Developer tab in Excel
So you've found a tutorial that shows you how to code a macro, but you've hit a roadblock: 
where's the Developer tab they keep referring to?
Excel doesn't show the Developer tab by default, so you'll need to dive into the options to find the correct setting.
In this tutorial, I'll show you how to activate the Excel Developer tab.

Step 1
Open Excel from the Start menu and create a blank workbook by double-clicking the
Blank workbook option (selected by default).


Step 2
Open the Excel options window (File → Options) and navigate to the Customize Ribbon tab.
Then, on the right hand side, tick the box next to Developer. Click OK to close the dialog.


Step 3
Back on the spreadsheet view, you'll see that a new Developer tab has been added to the end of the tab list.
Click DEVELOPER and you'll see the following:

Congratulations! You've activated the Developer tab!
From now on, the tab will be visible by default whenever you create a new Excel workbook.


Next steps
Want to try your hand at creating your own macro? Check out our easy-to-follow
PDF to Excel using VBA guide.
Alternatively, if you'd like to learn more about VBA as a programming language, check out the
Excel VBA Tutorial from EasyExcelVBA.com.
	How to convert a PDF to CSV or Excel with Python
Updated February 2019

You can convert your PDF to Excel, CSV, XML or HTML with Python using the PDFTables API. Our API will enable you to convert PDFs without uploading each one manually.

In this tutorial, I'll be showing you how to get the library set up on your local machine and then use it to convert PDF to Excel, with Python.

Here's an example of a PDF that I've converted with the library. In order to properly test the library, make sure you have a PDF handy!

Step 1
If you haven't already, install Anaconda on your machine from Anaconda website. You can use either Python 3.6.x or 2.7.x, as the PDFTables API works with both. Downloading Anaconda means that pip will also be installed. Pip gives a simple way to install the PDFTables API Python package.
For this tutorial, I'll be using the Windows Python IDLE Shell, but the instructions are almost identical for Linux and Mac.

Step 2
In your terminal/command line, install the PDFTables Python library with:
pip install git+https://github.com/pdftables/python-pdftables-api.git
If git is not recognised, download it here. Then, run the above command again.
Or if you'd prefer to install it manually, you can download it from python-pdftables-api then install it with:
python setup.py install

Step 3
Create a new Python script then add the following code:
import pdftables_api

c = pdftables_api.Client('my-api-key')
c.xlsx('input.pdf', 'output') 
#replace c.xlsx with c.csv to convert to CSV
#replace c.xlsx with c.xml to convert to XML
#replace c.xlsx with c.html to convert to HTML
Now, you'll need to make the following changes to the script:

Replace my-api-key with your PDFTables API key, which you can get here.
Replace input.pdf with the PDF you would like to convert.
Replace output with the name you'd like to give the converted document.


Now, save your finished script as convert-pdf.py in the same directory as the PDF document you'd like to convert.


If you don’t understand the script above, see the script overview section.


Step 4
Open your command line/terminal and change your directory (e.g. cd C:/Users/Bob) to the folder you saved your convert-pdf.py script and PDF in, then run the following command:
python convert-pdf.py

To find your converted spreadsheet, navigate to the folder in your file explorer and hey presto, you've converted a PDF to Excel or CSV with Python!


Script overview
The first line is simply importing the PDFTables API toolset, so that Python knows what to do when certain actions are called. The second 
line is calling the PDFTables API with your unique API key. This means here at PDFTables we know which account is using the API and how many 
PDF pages are available. Finally, the third line is telling Python to convert the file with name input.pdf to xlsx and also what 
you would like it to be called upon output: output. To convert to CSV, XML or HTML simply change c.xlsx to be c.csv, 
c.xml or c.htmlrespectively.

Looking to convert multiple PDF files at once?
Check out our blog post here.

Love PDFTables? Leave us a review on our Trustpilot page!
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	Milner Group Insurance brokerage automates PDF to Excel and realises 10x financial savings
Automation realises 10X financial savings, increases efficiency and means better accuracy in our reporting.- Warren Yancey, Marketing Director
Established in 1958, The Milner Group is a highly respected insurance brokerage in Atlanta, Georgia. Like all insurance agencies, it has been looking at ways to improve the service it offers its valued insurance agents. It also wants a laser focus on debt commitments.


Improving Customer Service
The processing of agent commissions relies on information flows from many carriers like TransAmerica Life Assurance and Legal and General America. Each carrier sends its commission reports to The Milner Group in a PDF document. Processing these reports more quickly means that agents can get paid faster.

10x Financial Savings Through Automation
“We’ve been doing this by hand for 13 years” says Danielle Graves, Director of Internal Operations at The Milner Group. “The last five years has seen a big increase in volume and we’ve been looking to automate it. We want to take the raw data from PDFs of multiple carriers and import these to OneHQ, our customer relationship management software Processing these PDFs by hand, copy and pasting the information every time, is a slow and laborious job. And we have a lot of PDFs to process each week”.

An example of the PDFs that are being converted on a regular basis

Josh Powell of Innovative Operations, Milner’s trusted integrator, identified PDFTables.com as a solution. He’s been working with our data engineers to create a system for Milner. The solution was developed over a few weeks.
“It’s simple!” Josh says. “We’ve written a Ruby on Rails app that calls the PDFTables API, runs a series of validation routines on the extracted PDF table, and produces a spreadsheet for each carrier that’s exactly in the form that the office staff need. In just a few mouse clicks, the operations team at Milner are ready to import carrier data to OneHQ. Our next step is to automatically push the data to OneHQ.”
Danielle added, “I am extremely pleased with the progress and joint collaboration on this project.”


The new interface for automatically converting carrier reports

Supercharging Their Team
Warren Yancey, Marketing Director says, “We welcome innovation. Our ops team are saving a huge amount of time which can be better spent on direct customer service. Automation realises 10X financial savings, increases efficiency and means better accuracy in our reporting.”


About Milner Group
The Milner Group is a full service insurance brokerage agency providing impaired risk, life, annuity, health, disability and long term care insurance products to agents nationwide.

About Innovation Operations
We help small and medium sized businesses leverage technology to streamline their operations, better share information, and manage complex workflows. We personally design and build custom software when appropriate, and integrate third party services when they deliver value.
Press Contact: Josh Powell / josh (at) innovativeops.co / Tel +1 (305) 814 4878

About PDFTables.com
PDFTables is made by The Sensible Code Company. We make products that turn messy information into valuable data.  We work with systems integrators and corporate customers to help streamline front and back office operations that rely on external data sources. We also make TableBuilder, a privacy preserving technology that makes it safe to publish large confidential datasets.
Press Contact: Mattie / mattie (at) pdftables.com / Tel +44 (0)333 1211888
	New and improved PDF to Excel conversions with PDFTables
We continue to improve the algorithm that analyzes and retrieves content from
your PDFs. We've recently implemented some larger updates to our algorithm and
thought this would be a good opportunity to show you some of our work!


Let's consider some examples - we'll start with what we internally call a
shipping-manifest-type PDF.






Customers approach us frequently with this type of document (in all its
variations!) and give us feedback on how the conversion went. Having access to
customer PDFs enables us to fine-tune our algorithm which results in an
improvement for the customer. We make changes to the PDFTables algorithm with
one aim only: to minimize the time you have to spend on post-processing the
extracted data!


If you'd like to find out whether we can improve the content extraction for
your PDF files, get in touch at
hello@pdftables.com. Please don't forget to attach the relevant PDFs!


Next let's answer the question you've probably been dying to ask:

How hard can it be to extract data from PDFs?

PDF files contain only the most basic information necessary to display their
content. Most of the time, all we have to work with is a series of simple graphical
instructions such as drawing a character at point, or drawing
a line from point A to point B. PDFs generally do not
contain higher-level data structures such as tables. While humans can easily
recognize such structures visually, it is quite a different thing to
teach a computer to perform this task. This is where PDFTables comes in - our
algorithm analyzes the spatial information contained in a PDF to construct
tables!


Consider this fairly straight-forward example:






PDFTables did a great job recognizing the column header containing multiple
lines of text. This is one of the improvements we've recently made:
using the line information to deduce whether multiple lines of text belong in
one cell.


The above table had a clear structure so let's next take a look at one that
might be not as obvious:








Looking at this table ourselves, it is immediately clear which content belongs
together and therefore which rows should be merged, and which shouldn't be.
It is less clear to a computer though because it does not have the semantic and
contextual understanding we have. The algorithm can learn from past data,
look at heuristics, and with this information, compute an outcome.

That's why it is important that you sent us any PDF that you'd like to see improved!

Every additional PDF helps us to improve our system and to find edge cases.
I hope we've given you some small insights in what makes PDFTables work, as well
as hinted at some of the work that's still ahead of us.


Got a PDF for which PDFTables returns an output that you'd like to see
improved? Get in touch at
hello@pdftables.com
or on
Twitter.
	Amazingly, PDFs are more popular each year
More people search for "pdf" (compared to other terms) than they used to. Over twice as many now as at the low point, back in 2007.

That's in addition to the increase in overall search volume of all terms! Although to geeks PDF feels like a dated format, really it is about the same age as the web, and designed for a similar purpose - sharing documents. In 1991, executives didn't read on screens, so PDF differed from HTML by concentrating on printing. John Warnock, cofounder of Adobe, describes the vision in the very first memo on PDFs: 

Imagine being able to send full text and graphics documents (newspapers, magazine articles, technical manuals etc.) over electronic mail distribution networks. These documents could be viewed on any machine and any selected document could be printed locally. This capability would truly change the way information is managed.

PDF became an ISO standard as late as January 2008, so it isn't surprising that it is increasingly popular. Right now, the highest search volume for "pdf" comes from Cuba. All the rest of the top 10 are African countries.

Just over a decade earlier, the countries most interested in PDFs were very different. Iran and North Africa at the top.



Maybe there's a particular stage of Internet access, open Government publishing or corporate reporting, which causes the search volume for "pdf" to increase in a particular country.

Here's to the PDF! Digital paper, yes, but still useful!
	Getting contacts out of PDFs and into your phone
Henry Morris is always in a hurry. He's changing the lives of thousands of young people and he has no time to waste. When I asked what motivates him, he replies:


Working with amazing people to make a positive impact on the world


He's a serial social entrepreneur. After a short stint playing at being an investment banker he set up his first social enterprise called upReach. When I ask him why he says:


It's about helping players to play the game better


It supports undergraduates from less privileged backgrounds secure top jobs. It prepares people with the skills they need to be successful to get jobs which ordinarily might seem out of reach and to date its supported 400 undergraduates from less-privileged backgrounds. When the organisation became operational, he knew it was time to move on.

About his new start-up PiC (Performance in Context) which is also about social mobility, Henry says:

This time we're trying to change the game

PiC looks at a person’s performance in relation to their educational background. People with massive potential are being ignored as the measurement system is skewed to look at the top performers from the best schools.

It’s arguably easier for a young person to be as good as the next in a highly successful school, the value of a young person being a top performer in low performing school can be much higher.

Henry wants to re-calibrate the measurement system and open data is his friend. His efforts are all the more critical as people fork out the equivalent of a mortgage to put themselves through tertiary level education.



When Stephen Covey wrote The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People he must have had Henry in mind.  He's busy and he manages his time very effectively.

Apple Contacts is his preferred digital rolodex. When I spoke to Henry he was between appointments. He’s proactive and meets lots of people at conferences.  He often asks the event organiser for the delegate list to be dispatched to him electronically.  So no surprise that it usually arrives as a PDF.

He uses PDFTables.com to convert the PDF to Excel.  He transfers the data into a Google Sheet which has headers that map to Apple Contacts.  He adds notes that give context to each entry. Once the Google Sheet is ready he exports a CSV and imports it into Apple contacts. Job done!



When Henry needs to make contact - he's able to identify when and where he met the person.

Thanks for using PDFTables.com Henry and long may your amazing work continue!

